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Round table of aviation experts in NSB

On Monday 17th May National Security Bureau hosted a meeting on the security of
aircrafts carrying VIPs. It was the third meeting of aviation experts organised by Minister
Stanislaw Koziej in relation to the above subject. Several military and civil aviation experts
were invited to participate in the discussion.

Meetings organised by the Head of NSB are one of the elements aimed at
completing the order given by the Speaker of the Sejm Bronislaw Komorowski
who is acting President.

The purpose of works carried by the experts is a list of references concerning
security enhancement of senior state officials carried by aircrafts. It will be
presented during the first meeting of the National Security Council.
Participants of NSB’s meeting included:

Retired Lieutenant-General Jerzy GOTOWAŁA, PhD

Retired Lieutenant-General Andrzej DULĘBA

Retired Lieutenant-General Stanisław TARGOSZ

Retired Lieutenant-General Ryszard OLSZEWSKI

Retired Brigadier-General Roman HARMOZA

Reserve col. Piotr ŁUKASZEWICZ

Reserve col. pilot Tomasz PIETRZAK

Ryszard SZCZEPANIK, PhD

Jacek GOSZCZYŃSKI, PhD

Tomasz HYPKI

Krzysztof ZALEWSKI

Wojciech ŁUCZAK

Grzegorz SOBCZAK

Jakub BENKE

 
Minister Koziej insisted that the formula of „round table of aviation experts”
would provide an opportunity for exchanging different views on the security of
aircraft transportation for VIPs.
 
Experts focused on three main areas:

Rules that would apply to using aircrafts by VIPs, which would include among others, dividing VIPs into
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different groups;

Security of air transport organised by the Chancellery of President, Prime Minister, Sejm and Senat as well
as Ministry of National Defence – i.e. analysis of cooperation and specification of recommendations within
this scope.

Safe completion of VIP transportation – type of state body that would be responsible for completing this
type of transport, requirements and conditions for completing the task of air transport conducted by
military aviation and security requirements during the transportation of high ranking officials carried by
commercial aircrafts.
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